Scroll Versions Theme

The Scroll Versions Theme is an optimized Confluence theme designed specifically to support multiple versions and variants of your documentation. For example, with the Scroll Versions Theme, the page information area provides details about the version, available variants, and status of a page. The Scroll Versions Theme enables customized content in the navigation sidebar, and in the content header and footer. Scroll Versions can also be integrated with existing themes.

Scroll Versions Theme is an integral part of the Scroll Versions plugin. The page info panel provides additional details about the current page, and a drop-down list where you can select the working version.

Info

The Scroll Versions Theme should only be used as space theme.

Using the Scroll Versions Theme as global theme is not officially supported and might lead to some problems with missing scrollbars.

Customize Sidebar and Content Area

To customize the navigation sidebar, header, and footer you must create a new page for each specific object, _SvNavigation, _SvContentHeader or _SvContentFooter. The Scroll Versions Theme automatically displays the content of these pages in the proper location. These special pages can be tracked by the version management in Scroll Versions, so you can edit the content for each version. For more information, see Customizing the Scroll Versions Theme.

Integrate with Other Themes

Scroll Versions can also be integrated with existing Confluence themes. All extensions built for the Scroll Versions theme are implemented as macros that can be added to existing themes.